THE PERFECT FAKE BLOOD RECIPES
The following recipes are designed to give you the tools needed
to make up your own recipe based on your particular application.
Most of these recipes only require ingredients found at a grocery
store and the final product is completely edible – just in case you
need a little dribble of blood coming down the side of your mouth!
When you’re mixing up a batch of fake blood, it’s important to
remember that what you see in the mixing bowl or blender is not what the blood will look like
on your skin or dripped onto a piece of fabric. Real blood is not really red… it’s reddish-brown.
Real blood is not transparent or see-through. There’s an opaque quality to real blood that you’ll
need to duplicate in your fake blood recipe.
One final word of warning… making fake blood is totally fun and can be very messy. Since the
main color agent is a food-grade coloring, these fake blood recipes will likely stain anything and
everything! Your hands will be a red mess at the end of your mad scientist mixing session, but
don’t worry. Mix up a small batch of OxiClean® and use it to wash your hands, your clothes
and your friends’ clothes. It does a great job of washing the stain right out.
Believe it or not, our secret tool for making great fake blood is the kitchen blender. Blending
the ingredients saves time and helps cut down on the overall mess of making fake blood.
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EASY FAKE BLOOD RECIPE

- Watch the Video

This is one of the BEST and easiest fake blood recipes out there. Our secret is the unique
combination of Imperial powdered sugar and cocoa powder. The combination with red food
coloring makes this the sickest BLENDER BLOOD you can make.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

16 Ounces of powdered sugar
1 Ounce of red food coloring
1 Tablespoon of cocoa powder
8 Ounces of water
Blender
Paper towel for cleanup
Tablespoon measurer

1. Add 8 ounces of water to the blender.
2. Add 16 ounces of powdered sugar to the blender (you can find a 16 ounce box of sugar at
the store). Blend it up. You may need to turn the blender on and off a few times to make
sure it blends well.
3. Add 1 ounce of red food coloring (you can also purchase a 1 ounce jar at the store). Blend it
up. Make sure it blends well.
4. Add 1 tablespoon of cocoa powder. Blend it up. Make sure it blends well.
5. Use a spoon to scoop out some of the fake blood. Drip it on a paper towel our your hand.
6. This is completely edible and actually tastes pretty good!
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CORN SYRUP FAKE BLOOD
This is one of the most common recipes, but you’ll see that it doesn’t really look anything like
blood. That’s okay… go ahead and make the batch because you’ll use the ingredients a little
later.
•
•
•
•
•

1 cup corn syrup (commonly sold as Karo Syrup)
1 tablespoon water
2 tablespoons of red food coloring
A few drops of green food coloring
Combine all of these ingredients in the blender and blend away for a few seconds.
You can adjust the amount of green food coloring to make the blood a little more
brownish-red in color. However, you’ll notice that the blood is a little too transparent.

Take the white towel test… drip a few drops of blood onto a white towel to see how realistic it
looks.

THE CORNSTARCH SECRET
Cornstarch is a common thickening agent for gravies, pie filling, and other goodies. It’s also a
great ingredient for fake blood because it adds a little opacity to the liquid.
• Use the mixture of the corn syrup recipe above
• 2 tablespoons of cornstarch
Place all of the ingredients in the blender and mix until the cornstarch dissolves. If the solution
is too thick, add a tablespoon of water and blend the ingredients. Keep doing this until the
blood is the perfect consistency.
Take the white towel test… drip a few drops of blood onto a white towel to see how realistic it
looks.
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THE CHOCOLATE SYRUP SECRET
In the days before color television, chocolate syrup was the perfect solution to the problem of
making fake blood. On a black and white screen, chocolate syrup looked just like real blood.
Even though times have changed, chocolate syrup is still an important ingredient in making
great edible fake blood.
•
•
•
•
•

1 cup corn syrup
2 tablespoons water
2 tablespoons of red food coloring
1 tablespoon of chocolate syrup
2 tablespoons of cornstarch

Mix all of the ingredients in the blender for a few seconds. Watch as the fake blood oozes
down the inside wall of the blender to get a good idea of what it will really look like on the
white towel. Each of the ingredients in this recipe adds its own special quality to the fake blood
– thickness, color, and transparency.
Take the white towel test… drip a few drops of blood onto a white towel to see how realistic it
looks.
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THE BEST FAKE BLOOD... SO FAR
This recipe combines everything you’ve learned so far about making fake blood and adds a few
ingredients that pack a great punch (pun intended… as you’ll see below).
•
•
•
•
•
•

1/2 cup Tropical fruit punch (Hawaiian Fruit Punch® works great)
1 cup corn syrup
2 tablespoons of red food coloring
1 tablespoon of chocolate syrup
2 tablespoons of cornstarch
1 tablespoon of powdered cocoa

Combine all of the ingredients in the blender and mix for 10 seconds. Since different brands of
fruit punch vary in color, you’ll need to use your vast experience in making fake blood to tweak
the recipe to arrive at your perfect batch of fake blood.
Some fake blood connoisseurs recommend a cup of coffee in place of the fruit punch. You may
need to reduce (or eliminate) the amount of chocolate syrup and powdered cocoa used in the
recipe. Remember, it’s all about experimentation!
Take the white towel test… drip a few drops of blood onto a white towel to see how realistic it
looks. Or better yet… roll up your sleeve and drip a little on your arm if you run into a neighbor!
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HOW DOES IT WORK?
Take a moment to see how the variables work as you adjust your mixtures…
• Corn syrup is used to thicken the liquid.
• Cornstarch is used to make the liquid less transparent.
• Chocolate syrup and powdered cocoa darken the blood, turning it reddish-brown,
and add depth to the color.
• It may be necessary to add a few drops of green food coloring to change the color
ever so slightly to the brown side. Mixing green and red makes brown and a few
drops can do the trick.

WATCH VIDEOS:

http://www.stevespanglerscience.com/lab/
videos/fake-bloods-recipes/

http://www.stevespanglerscience.com/lab/
videos/perfect-fake-blood-sick-science/

http://www.stevespanglerscience.com/lab/
videos/homemade-fake-blood-halloweenscience/

http://www.stevespanglerscience.com/lab/
videos/perfect-fake-blood-cool-scienceexperiment/
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